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Mexico: Economic growth to remain slow for rest of the year

President AMLO’s uncertain economic policy has slowed Mexico’s economic
growth perspective. However, consumption, fueled by positive consumer
sentiment, is strong and is expected to drive growth slowly but steadily.

A

Uncertainty around
infrastructure projects affects
capital investments

NDRES MANUEL LÓPEZ Obrador (popularly known as AMLO), the first left-wing
president to rule Mexico in the modern

democratic era, in December 2018 took charge of

an economy that was predicted to grow a modest

One of AMLO’s first decisions, made even before

2.5 percent in 2019. However, a series of policy

he assumed the presidential office, was the cancel-

decisions—the cancellation of infrastructure proj-

lation of the previous administration’s marquee

ects (the most important one being the

infrastructure project—the New International

international airport in Mexico City), the suspen-

Airport for Mexico City (NAIM)—alleging corrup-

sion of energy contract auctions for three years,

tion in the contracts assigned for its construction.1

and an unprecedented cut in public expenditure—

The move sent shockwaves across the markets,

resulted in lower investment and diminished

resulting in the Mexican peso losing 1.7 percent of

business confidence. These policy decisions, along

its value in just one week (figure 1). While the effect

with uncertainty surrounding international trade

was not long lasting, and the Mexican peso has

and the world economy, have driven down the

climbed back to an exchange rate of MXN$19 to

country’s growth forecast to 1.4 percent. However,

the US dollar since then, the impact on business

Mexico has strong macroeconomic fundamentals

confidence was enduring. The NAIM project, val-

and we expect growth to continue to be powered by

ued at US$10.1 billion (of which US$3.3 billion had

consumer expenditure, albeit at a slower pace.

already been executed), was a necessary upgrade to

FIGURE 1

The Mexican peso fell sharply after the NAIM was scrapped but bounced back
to MXN$19 to the US dollar
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the overstrained airport infrastructure, which was

The new administration also halted oil contract

hampering the country’s competitiveness. The

auctions for all activities, including exploration and

NAIM was poised to be the third-largest airport in

drilling, for a period of three years, at an estimated

the world.

annual cost of US$1 billion in lost investments.3

2

The suspension of these auctions may result in
The decision to scrap the airport project was not

Mexico’s oil output touching about 2.7 million bar-

the only factor behind the loss of business confi-

rels per day within a decade, up more than 1

dence. After circulating several versions of the

million barrels a day from current levels. However,

project to replace the NAIM, the government

this figure is about 300,000 barrels lower than

finally announced that an airbase would be the

what the daily output could have been if auctions

location of the new airport, despite multiple short-

were held as originally planned.4 Delaying the entry

comings in this plan. As a result, the business

of foreign capital at a time when Mexican state-

confidence index dropped below 50 points for the

owned oil and gas company Pemex is facing serious

first time since May 2017, indicating contraction of

financial problems, along with a declining output,

the variable.

will put additional pressure on the public finances
of the government.5

FIGURE 2

Gross ﬁxed investment collapsed at a 12.5 percent sequential annualized
pace in Q4 2018
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Another program that was cancelled as part of the

the worst quarterly performance since the 2008–

new policy priorities of AMLO’s government is spe-

2009 crisis.

cial economic zones (SEZ).6 This initiative was
launched in 2016 to foster economic growth in

Consumption is strong,
but austerity policies will
decelerate economic growth

marginalized areas of the country by attracting foreign direct investment (FDI) via tax incentives,
trade facilities, duty-free customs benefits, infrastructure development, and deregulation.7
Scrapping this program will result in an estimated

One of the central tenets of AMLO’s campaign was

loss of US$8.2 billion in infrastructure projects

the expansion of the welfare state to address prob-

while the long-term impact of this decision will

lems such as corruption and inequality.

likely result in a loss of more than US$42 billion in

Accordingly, Mexico’s social development expendi-

investments.8

ture increased by 20.4 percent year over year in the
first quarter of 2019.9 The implementation of these

The revocation of public infrastructure projects

programs has been a popular policy that in part

and the uncertainty surrounding economic policies

explains AMLO’s high approval rate.10 In the last

contributed in part to the decline in fixed invest-

survey, the presidential approval rate ranged

ment, which registered a 6.3 percent year-over-year

between 60 percent and 85 percent.11 As shown in

contraction in December 2018—the biggest decline

figure 3, people’s high expectations from AMLO led

since September 2013 (figure 2). Alongside this,

the consumer sentiment index to reach an all-time

the gross fixed investment (GFI) collapsed at a

high of 42.1 percent year over year in February.

12.5 percent sequential annualized rate in Q4 2018,
FIGURE 3

Driven by great expectations from President AMLO, Mexico’s consumer
sentiment rose to an all-time high of 42.1 percent year on year in February 2019
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In particular, there are three factors that have led

While financial support to Pemex may be necessary

to AMLO’s popularity. First, the recent hike in the

for its fiscal health, other long-term measures that

minimum wage, which was increased by 16 percent

can boost production and productivity are also

nationally and 100 percent in border towns. This

needed. Otherwise, the possibility of another cut in

was reflected in a strong increase of 2.9 percent

the oil company’s debt rating—which can be

year over year in real wages during the first two

extended to the sovereign note—becomes increas-

months of the year, a level not seen since 2001.

ingly high. In January, Pemex’s debt rating was

Second, the Jóvenes Construyendo el Futuro pro-

downgraded two levels by Fitch, from BBB+ to

gram, which provides MXN$3,600 (US$189) per

BBB-, while S&P reduced its perspective.13

month to young people who are trained at job sites.
Third, the pension given to older people, which is

Private consumption to be the
key driver of growth

set to increase to MXN$2,550 (US$133) from
MXN$1,160 (US$61) every two months. These payments are more than twice the amount received in
the previous administration.

We expect that private investment will remain
weak in the first half of 2019 due to the uncertainty

Nevertheless, to finance social programs and to

surrounding economic policy and the austerity

maintain the government’s fiscal targets, the new

measures imposed by the government. In the sec-

administration has adopted cost-cutting measures

ond half of the year, we expect that uncertainty

across the board. In the first three months of 2019,

stemming from external shocks will be less signifi-

total government expenditure decreased 6.1 real

cant and a recovery in private investment will likely

percent as compared to the corresponding period

follow. The recent revocation of US tariffs imposed

in 2018. This includes reduction in the levels of

on Mexican steel, coupled with the approval of the

current spending, capital spending, and public

labor reform in Mexico—a necessary condition to

physical investment (5 percent, 4.8 percent, and

ratify the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement

13 percent, respectively). These measures were

(USMCA)—should help reduce uncertainty regard-

accompanied by the retrenchment of 11,820 public

ing trade between Mexico and the United States.14

servants and the approval of a new law that sub-

By contrast, as trade tensions between the United

stantially reduced the wages of the bureaucracy.12

States and China intensify, trade with Mexico will
become more important for the US market.

Despite the substantial decrease in public expenditure, fiscal savings may not have the desired impact

Despite some improvements in trade, we expect

on public finances, as they have been used to fund

private consumption to be a key driver of growth.

Pemex. In the first quarter of 2019, 53 percent of

Income expansion and consumption will be sup-

the total physical investment by the federal govern-

ported by falling inflation and minimum wage

ment was exclusively directed toward energy

hikes. Additionally, consumer confidence and

projects, up from 38 percent in the previous year.

remittances remain at high levels. However, the

This has raised concerns that the government is

central question is whether the government will

granting resources to a sector that will not neces-

continue to implement austerity measures and

sarily contribute to the country’s growth.

what deceleration effects they may have on the

Furthermore, the government considerably

economy.

reduced spending in other sectors that are crucial
for competitiveness. For example, the transport

The Deloitte team finished writing this docu-

and communication sector faced a 78 percent year-

ment on May 27.

over-year decline in the first quarter of 2019.
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